
Regular SQL Query

<SELECT field1 From table WHERE field1 = condition;> 

LIKE statement

used to look for patterns 
Example, looking for customers with last name starting by 'ch'

<SELECT field1 From table WHERE field1 = 'ch%';> 

'%'' is a wildcard used to match one or more characters 
'*' is used in some databases.

Comments 
Can be used with / and / or --

Retreiving all records from a specific table

<SELECT * From table> 

Retrieving data with more than one critiera
can be done with 'AND'

<SELECT * From table WHERE field1 = condition and field2 =

condition;>

Selecting more than one field with more than
one condition



SELECT  

    customer_id, 

    first_name = 'Tony', 

    last_name 

From 

    customer_data.customer_names 

WHERE 

    customer_id > 0, 

    AND first_name = 'Tony', 

    AND last_name = 'Magnolia' 

Big-Query

Query to display gender,name data from a dataset that contains
names,gender and number of people having the name and
gender.

 SELECT 

  name, 

  gender, 

  SUM(number) AS total 

FROM 

  `bigquery-public-data.usa_names.usa_1910_2013` 

GROUP BY 

  name, 

  gender 

ORDER BY 

  total DESC 

LIMIT 

  10 



Query to display name,count data where the gender is F (female)
from a dataset that contains names,gender and number of
people having the name and gender.

SELECT 

  name, 

  count 

FROM 

  `babynames.names_2014` 

WHERE 

  gender = 'M' 

ORDER BY 

  count DESC 

LIMIT 

  5 

Returning the number of rows from table car_info with database
named Cars

SELECT  

    COUNT (*)  

FROM  

    cars.car_info; 

Erroneous data can also distort results. You can sometimes spot
erroneous data by inspecting a column's unique values. In SQL,
the SELECT DISTINCT  statement is used to return only distinct (or
unique) values

In SQL, you can view a column's values by including DISTINCT  in
the SELECT  statement. Make the following query to view the
fuel_type  column's unique values:



SELECT  

    DISTINCT(fuel_type)  

FROM  

    cars.car_info; 

A good way to inspect the data in a column containing numeric
values is to sort it

The ORDER BY  keyword is used in SQL to sort the result-set in
ascending or descending order. The ORDER BY  keyword sorts the
records in ascending order by default. To sort the records in
descending order, use the DESC  keyword

The length  column contains numeric data, so you can inspect it
by sorting in ascending order. To do this, make the following
query containing the ORDER BY  keyword

SELECT  

    length  

FROM  

    cars.car_info  

ORDER BY  

    length; 

In SQL, the MIN()  function identifies the smallest value of the
selected column, and the MAX()  function identifies the largest
value of the selected column

SELECT  

    MIN(length) AS min_length,  

    MAX(length) AS max_length  



FROM  

    cars.car_info; 

In SQL, the AS  command is used to rename a column or table
with an alias. In the above query, the columns were renamed as
min_length  and max_length  to make it easier to tell which value
in the result-set is the minimum and which is the maximum.

Missing values in data can distort analysis results. One way to
inspect a column for missing values in SQL is to use the IS NULL
condition

In SQL, NULL is the term used to represent a missing value. A
NULL value in a table means that there is a value in that column
that appears to be absent. It is very important to understand
that a NULL value is different from a zero value or a blank value.
If a value is blank, it will appear in a column as empty

To inspect the num_of_doors  column for NULL values, you will
need to filter this column using the IS NULL  condition. In SQL,
the WHERE  clause is used to filter records. Make the following
query containing the WHERE  clause and the IS NULL  condition

SELECT  

    * 

FROM  

    cars.car_info WHERE num_of_doors IS NULL; 

SELECT 

    make,  

    fuel_type,  

    num_of_doors,  



    body_style  

FROM  

    cars.car_info  

WHERE 

    make = "dodge"  

    AND fuel_type = "gas" 

    AND body_style = "sedan"; 

In SQL, the UPDATE  statement is used to modify existing records
in a table. To make the replacement, make the following query
using the UPDATE  statement

UPDATE  

    cars.car_info  

SET  

    num_of_doors = "four"  

WHERE  

    make = "dodge"  

    AND fuel_type = "gas" 

    AND body_style = "sedan"; 

There is one result returned. This means that only one row
contains this error. One way to handle erroneous values is by
deleting the rows in which they are contained

In SQL, the DELETE  statement is used to delete existing records
in a table. Make the following query containing the DELETE
statement to delete the rows containing the identified error

DELETE  

FROM  

    cars.car_info  



WHERE  

    compression_ratio = 70; 

Mean imputation is a method in which erroneous values in a
column are replaced by the mean (or average) of the other
values in that column. This method maintains the dataset size,
but some important statistics like variance and standard
deviation tend to be minimized

In SQL, the AVG()  function returns the average value of a
numeric column. To find the average price, make the following
query containing the AVG()  function

SELECT  

    AVG(price) AS average_price  

FROM  

    cars.car_info; 

Next, replace the 0 values in the price column with the rounded
average value by making the following query

UPDATE  

    cars.car_info  

SET  

    price = 12978  

WHERE  

    price = 0; 

Data inconsistencies are often overlooked and can sometimes be
tricky to spot. One way data inconsistencies can occur within a
table is if values that are meant to be the same either are spelled
differently or have different character lengths due to extra



spaces. You can spot these types of inconsistencies by
inspecting a column's unique values

In SQL, the LENGTH()  function identifies the length of a string of
data

SELECT 

    drive_wheels 

    LENGTH(drive_wheels) AS length_drive_wheels  

FROM  

    cars.car_info  

GROUP BY  

    drive_wheels; 

In SQL, the TRIM()  function removes spaces from the start or
end of a string

UPDATE  

    cars.car_info  

SET  

    drive_wheels = TRIM(drive_wheels)  

WHERE  

    LENGTH(drive_wheels) > 3; 

The SUBSTR statement is SUBSTR(id_number, 1, 4  '2026'.
This function instructs the database to return four characters of
each student ID, starting with the first character. It will only
retrieve data about students who will graduate in 2026

The CAST function can be used to convert the DATE datatype to
the DATETIME datatype. CAST can be used to convert any
database field from one datatype to another



The COALESCE function can be used to return non-null values in
a list

To add strings together to create new text strings, use the
CONCAT function

SQL sorting queries

SELECT  

 *  

FROM  

 `bigquery-public-

data.sdoh_cdc_wonder_natality.county_natality`  

LIMIT  

 1000 

SELECT  

 * 

FROM  

 `bigquery-public-

data.sdoh_cdc_wonder_natality.county_natality`  

ORDER BY 



 Births 

LIMIT  

 10 

SELECT  

 * 

FROM  

 `bigquery-public-

data.sdoh_cdc_wonder_natality.county_natality`  

ORDER BY 

 Births 

ASC 

LIMIT  

 10 

Given the table below



This query gives you the average temperature , wind_speed  and
precipitation  for stations La Guardia  725030 and JFK
744860 for every year on 12th June post 2010, in descending
order of date and ascending order of station ID (stn).

SELECT 

 -- Create a timestamp from the date components. 

 stn, 

 TIMESTAMP(CONCAT(year,"-",mo,"-",da)) AS timestamp, 

 -- Replace numerical null values with actual null 

 AVG( 

 IF 

 (temp=9999.9, 



 NULL, 

 temp)) AS temperature, 

 AVG( 

 IF 

 (wdsp="999.9", 

 NULL, 

 CAST(wdsp AS Float64))) AS wind_speed, 

 AVG( 

 IF 

 (prcp=99.99, 

 0, 

 prcp)) AS precipitation 

FROM 

 `bigquery-public-data.noaa\_gsod.gsod20*` 

WHERE 



 CAST(YEAR AS INT64) > 2010 

 AND CAST(MO AS INT64) = 6 

 AND CAST(DA AS INT64) = 12 

 AND (stn\="725030" OR -- La Guardia 

 stn="744860") -- JFK 

GROUP BY 

 stn, 

 timestamp 

ORDER BY 

 timestamp DESC, 

 stn ASC 

Given the table below



This query gives you the number of complaints num_complaints
for all individual complaint types complaint_type  created every
year and ordered in descending order of count of complaints
num_complaints

SELECT 

 EXTRACT(YEAR 

 FROM 

 created_date) AS year, 

 complaint_type, 

 COUNT(1) AS num_complaints 

FROM 

 `bigquery-public-data.new_york.311_service_requests` 



GROUP BY 

 year, 

 complaint_type 

ORDER BY 

 num_complaints DESC 

This query gives you the averages of temperature , wind_speed ,
visibility , wind_gust , precipitation  and snow_depth  for
stations La Guardia  725030 and JFK  744860 for every year
post 2008 grouped by date.

SELECT 

 -- Create a timestamp from the date components. 

 TIMESTAMP(CONCAT(year,"-",mo,"-",da)) AS timestamp, 

 -- Replace numerical null values with actual nulls 

 AVG( 

 IF 



 (temp=9999.9, 

 NULL, 

 temp)) AS temperature, 

 AVG( 

 IF 

 (visib=999.9, 

 NULL, 

 visib)) AS visibility, 

 AVG( 

 IF 

 (wdsp="999.9", 

 NULL, 

 CAST(wdsp AS Float64))) AS wind_speed, 

 AVG( 

 IF 



 (gust=999.9, 

 NULL, 

 gust)) AS wind_gust, 

 AVG( 

 IF 

 (prcp=99.99, 

 NULL, 

 prcp)) AS precipitation, 

 AVG( 

 IF 

 (sndp=999.9, 

 NULL, 

 sndp)) AS snow_depth 

FROM 

 `bigquery-public-data.noaa_gsod.gsod20*` 

WHERE 



 CAST(YEAR AS INT64) > 2008 

 AND (stn="725030" OR -- La Guardia 

 stn="744860") -- JFK 

GROUP BY 

 timestamp 

Converting data between different
formats with CAST
Syntax

CAST (expression AS typename) 

expression: data to be converted 

typename: data to be returned 

**AS** comes before and identifies the data type which you 

are casting to 



Converting a number to a string

SELECT CAST (mycount AS string) FROM MyTable 

**CAST** indicates that you will be converting the data 

you select to a different data type 

**STRING** indicates that you are converting the data to a 

string 

Converting a string to a number

 SELECT CAST (myvarcharcol AS INT) FROM MyTable 

**INT** indicates that you are converting the data to an 

integer 

Converting a date to a string

 SELECT CAST (mydate AS string) FROM MyTable 

Converting a date to a datetime

Datetime values have the format of YYYYMMDD hh: mm: ss
format, so date and time are retained together

 SELECT CAST (mydate AS DATETIME) FROM MyTable 

Note: Using the CAST function in a query that fails returns an
error in BigQuery. To avoid errors in the event of a failed query,
use the SAFE_CAST function instead. The SAFE_CAST function
returns a value of Null instead of an error when a query fails. 



The syntax for SAFE_CAST is the same as for CAST. Simply
substitute the function directly in your queries. The following
SAFE_CAST statement returns a string from a date

Manipulating strings in SQL
CONCAT

A function that adds strings together to create new text strings
that can be used as unique keys

CONCAT (‘Google’, ‘.com’); 

CONCAT_WS 
A function that adds two or more strings together with a
separator

CONCAT_WS (‘ . ’, ‘www’, ‘google’, ‘com’) 

The separator (being the period) gets input before and 

after Google when you run the SQL function 

CONCAT with +

Adds two or more strings together using the + operator

Aliasing

Aliases are used in SQL queries to create temporary names for a
column or table. Aliases make referencing tables and columns in
your SQL queries much simpler when you have table or column
names that are too long or complex to make use of in queries



JOINs
A JOIN combines tables by using a primary or foreign key to
align the information coming from both tables in the combination
process. JOINs use these keys to identify relationships and
corresponding values across tables

JOIN Syntax

SELECT 

    table_name1.column_name 

    table_name2.column_name 

FROM 

    table_name1 

JOIN 

    table_name2 

     

ON table_name1.column_name = table_name2.column_name 

ON in SQL identifies how the tables are to be matched for the
correct information to be combined from both.

Type of JOINs

There are four general ways in which to conduct JOINs in SQL
queries: INNER, LEFT, RIGHT, and FULL OUTER.

INNER JOIN

INNER is optional in this SQL query because it is the default as
well as the most commonly used JOIN operation. You may see
this as JOIN only. INNER JOIN returns records if the data lives in



both tables. For example, if you use INNER JOIN for the
'customers' and 'orders' tables and match the data using the
customer_id key, you would combine the data for each
customer_id that exists in both tables. If a customer_id exists in
the customers table but not the orders table, data for that
customer_id isn’t joined or returned by the query.

The data from both tables was joined together by matching the
customer_id common to both tables. Notice that customer_id
doesn’t show up in the query results. It is simply used to
establish the relationship between the data in the two tables so
the data can be joined and returned.

LEFT JOIN

You may see this as LEFT OUTER JOIN, but most users prefer
LEFT JOIN. Both are correct syntax. LEFT JOIN returns all the
records from the left table and only the matching records from



the right table. Use LEFT JOIN whenever you need the data from
the entire first table and values from the second table, if they
exist. For example, in the query below, LEFT JOIN will return
customer_name with the corresponding sales_rep, if it is
available. If there is a customer who did not interact with a sales
representative, that customer would still show up in the query
results but with a NULL value for sales_rep.

SELECT 

    customers.customer_name, 

    sales.sales_rep 

FROM 

    customers 

LEFT JOIN 

    sales 

ON customers.customer_id = sales.customer_id 

RIGHT JOIN

You may see this as RIGHT OUTER JOIN or RIGHT JOIN. RIGHT
JOIN returns all records from the right table and the
corresponding records from the left table. Practically speaking,
RIGHT JOIN is rarely used. Most people simply switch the tables
and stick with LEFT JOIN. But using the previous example for
LEFT JOIN, the query using RIGHT JOIN would look like the
following:

SELECT 

    sales.customer_name, 

    customers.sales_rep 

FROM 

    customers 



RIGHT JOIN 

    customers 

ON sales.customer_id = customers.customer_id 

FULL OUTER JOIN

You may sometimes see this as FULL JOIN. FULL OUTER JOIN
returns all records from the specified tables. You can combine
tables this way, but remember that this can potentially be a large
data pull as a result. FULL OUTER JOIN returns all records from
both tables even if data isn’t populated in one of the tables. For
example, in the query below, you will get all customers and their
products’ shipping dates. Because you are using a FULL OUTER
JOIN, you may get customers returned without corresponding
shipping dates or shipping dates without corresponding
customers. A NULL value is returned if corresponding data
doesn’t exist in either table.

SELECT 

    customers.customer_name 

    orders.ship_date 

FROM 

    customers 

FULL OUTER JOIN 

    orders 

ON  customers.customer_id = orders.customer_id 

SQL functions

SQL functions are what help make data aggregation possible.
As a reminder, data aggregation is the process of gathering



data from multiple sources in order to combine it into a single,
summarized collection.)

Subqueries

Subqueries must be enclosed within parentheses

A subquery can have only one column specified in the
SELECT clause. But if you want a subquery to compare
multiple columns, those columns must be selected in the
main query.

Subqueries that return more than one row can only be used
with multiple value operators, such as the IN operator which
allows you to specify multiple values in a WHERE clause.

A subquery can’t be nested in a SET command. The SET
command is used with UPDATE to specify which columns
(and values) are to be updated in a table

The inner query executes first, then the results are passed
onto the outer query to use.


